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"SUNY & the Promise of Public Higher Education in America - A Scholarly Conference on SUNY's
60th Anniversary" occurred April 3 - 5, 2009 on the University at Albany campus. At least two of the
presentations referenced the SUNY Digital Repository and collections that are part of the repository.

"The 60th Anniversary of SUNY’s founding creates an ideal opportunity to assess the history of this
multi-faceted organization. The Scholarly Conference on SUNY’s 60th
Anniversary seeks to promote research that examines SUNY in the context of
New York State’s political, economic, social, and cultural history. In addition, it
encourages scholars to place SUNY’s development in the context of other
national and international models. Further, the conference will consider the
archival and historiographical issues inherent in the preservation, interpretation,
and dissemination of SUNY’s and other state systems’ histories."

The presentation by Jack Termine and Kathleen Powderly (SUNY-Downstate
Medical Center), "An Archive Grows in Brooklyn: Establishing an Archive at
Downstate Medical Center" primarily focused on the development of that
archive, but also discusses digitizing materials that are part of the SUNY Digital
Repository collection. These archival collections include news and health science
information from the institution and related organizations dating back to the 1880s. The materials are
being utilized as part of the College of Medicine's 150th anniversary (next academic year).

Ben Weaver and Neal Robbins (SUNY-University at Albany), "The SUNY Community Colleges: An
Oral History of the First 30 Years" describes a work by the same name that is available on cd and as a
collection in the SUNY Digital Repository. The material includes extensive
interviews with early leaders of SUNY's community colleges. Audio files
accompany many of the interviews' text transcripts. Through the efforts of
Robbins, Weaver, project interviewers, interviewees, OLIS and ITEC this
historical information is available to a worldwide audience via the SUNY Digital
Repository.

What are some other examples of SUNY history available from the repository?
You can view 1970s vintage photographs of the Brockport campus and village in
the Archives: Brockport in the 70's collection. Stony Brook has posted some
historic documents about that campus going back to the late 1950s and early
1960s.

Fredonia has provided a look-see at school publications that date back to 1904. "Our new department of
Mental Athletics was suggested by the remark of one of our own professors who thinks that the feats in
the class room are just as important as those of the gymnasium. It is designed to stimulate enthusiasm
and competition in field of thinking as well as on the basketball field..."

"Engineering School to Start
By action of the Board of Regents and the Board of Trustees State University College on Long Island is
now authorized to prepare students for careers in science, mathematics and engineering. The first
students will be admitted for the class beginning in September 1958.

"Tuition for students in science, mathematics and engineering will be $375.00 a year. For out-of-state
students, tuition will be $455.00 per year. In accordance with State policy there will be no tuition charge
for those students preparing to be secondary school teachers."

The same Stony Brook publication provides a look back at the library world, ca. 1958: "Mr. Cook
[acting head librarian] noted that the library has added a micro-film viewer to the facilities. An order for
ten years of back issues of the New York Times has been placed, to be used for references. For the
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present students may use the viewer under direction of the staff."
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